
With the PSEI consolidating at current levels (7,600-7,800), this is an opportune time 
to pick up stocks especially those that are still close to its historical lows.

Approach: Filtering through selected stocks.
We took the stocks’ 4-yr (2014-2017) high, low, and average P/E (P/B for banks) an-
nually and measured its current forward P/E’s premium/discount from those three 
points. We did the same in a year-to-date basis for cross reference. Discounts or slim 
premiums (<10%) to historical PE lows suggests a buy candidate, while a premium to 
historical average suggest a profit-taking opportunity. We also added other stock fil-
ter results based on projected profitability, leverage, dividend yield, and valuation.

Summary: Buy Property companies except SMPH, Banks a play for next year.
Take profit with FB’s +200% price run-up, things don’t look good for JGS.
Property companies ALI, RLC, and MEG are expected to post double-digit earnings 
growth this year and the next with undemanding valuations. GTCAP is poised for a 
turn-around year in 2019 while remaining dirt-cheap with relatively low leverage. 
AC is expected to post robust earnings growth this year and in 2019 of 10% and 16%, 
respectively, while trading at a wide discount of 19% to its historical average. SCC 
tops almost all filters while it is the only one trading at a discount (-15%) to its 4-yr 
historical low. Retailers RRHI and PGOLD have low leverage, modest earnings growth 
(10%-12%) this year and the next. Retailers are also the preferred consumer play. 
Both are trading at a premium to their historical lows but at a discount to average of 
17% and 15%, respectively; still attractive. Lastly, both BPI and BDO are trading at 
discounts (-31% and -15%, respectively) to its historical averages, and while earnings 
so far for the sector have disappointed, both are earnings play for next year with 
profit growth of 15.6% and 23.8%, respectively.

SM, SMPH, and FB’s current prices could be an opportunity to take profit. All three 
are trading at historical and relative P/E premiums, though SM and SMPH have solid 
earnings growth outlook this year and in 2019 at the mid-teens. FB’s share price 
has had a significant run-up (+206%) since the announcement of its restructuring 
with parent SMC last March. However, the indicated maximum follow-on price of 
Php140 is notable and presents a 54% upside. Lastly, JGS is facing headwinds in mul-
tiple fronts across its subsidiaries: URC facing margin compression due to high input 
prices, CEB facing high fuel costs and peso depreciation, and low petrochem plant 
utilization rate, thinner petrochem margins due to weak polymer demand and high 
naptha input costs. 

Filter 1. Discount (Premium) to Historical (4-yr) P/E (P/B for Banks) Multiple.
The results show that Semirara (SCC) tops the list at a 15% discount to its 4-yr low of 
9.2x. From its 4-yr average of 15x, it is currently trading at a 48% discount at 7.9x. 
It is followed by GT Capital (GTCAP) at a slim 3% premium from its low of 11.5x but 
at a discount of 60% from its 4-yr average. 

Next is the index  itself, which we used as a proxy for the FMETF. It is currently trad-
ing at 4% premium to its 4-yr low of 17.4x and at a 15% discount to average of 21.2x. 
Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) appears to be the cheapest bank at 7% premium 
to 4-yr low of 1.6x P/B and a wide 31% discount to historical average. Rounding off 
the top 5 is BPI’s parent Ayala Corp (AC) at 9% premium to 4-yr low and 19% discount 
to average.

At the other end of the list, we have Purefoods (FB), which currently trades at a 
whooping premium of 361% to its low and 130% to its average due to the indicated 
maximum follow-on price of Php140/sh. It is followed by property stocks SM Prime 
(SMPH) at 82% premium to low and 17% premium to average, and Megaworld (MEG) 
at 79% premium to low but 4% discount to average. However, the property sector has 
the best earnings prospect. SM Investments (SM) currently trades 33% above its low 
but right around its average at just a -1% discount. Lastly, Robinsons Land (RLC) trade 
at a premium of 28% but 19% discount to its average.
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Table 1. Summary of Results
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Figure 1. Selected Stocks Price Performance versus PSEI
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Filter 2. Forward P/E (P/B for Banks).
On a forward P/E basis, SCC is still the cheapest as its price 
has been battered by unplanned outages of its power plants and 
regulatory risks. It is followed by MEG, GTCAP, JG Summit (JGS) 
and RLC, respectively. BPI is the cheaper choice between the 
banks at 1.7x forward P/B.

At the other end of the spectrum, SM and SMPH are the most 
expensive at 34.5x and 30.20x, respectively. Recall that both are 
also already trading at premium to their historical multiples. It is 
also important to note that although SMPH’s current price is an 
opportunity to take profit, the stock has been rerated upwards 
by analysts to Php42-44/sh.

Filter 2. Forward P/E (P/B for banks) Ranking

Filter 3. Earnings Growth Ranking and 1H18 Performance

Filter 3. Earnings Growth.
Property companies Ayala Land (ALI), SMPH, and RLC are expect-
ed to lead earnings growth this year at 17.7%, 15.5%, and 14.5%, 
respectively, and are expected to sustain double-digit growth 
next year. SM is also expected to grow its income by 14.4% this 
year and 14.7% next year, while SCC will grow 14% this year but 
will be flat next year as its power plants go on a planned ex-
tended rehabilitation. We note that as of first half, these top 
performers are trending in line with their full-year estimate.

GTCAP and BPI’s earnings will be flattish this year but will be ex-
pected to rise by 15.9% and 15.6% in 2019, which makes it a good 
idea to position now while both are still relatively cheap. On that 
note, Banco de Oro (BDO) and International Container Terminals 

Filter 4 & 5. Dividend Yield and Net D/E Ranking

Filter 4 & 5. Dividend Yield and Net D/E.
Lastly, we ranked the stocks according to their expected divi-
dend yield and also its net D/E to cross-check if the dividend 
payment is sustainable.

Due to its battered stock price, SCC currently tops the dividend-
paying list at 4.8% this year and the next. It is followed by ICT 
at 2.8%-3.0% and then BPI at close to 2.0%. Other generous div-
idend-paying stocks are Meralco (MER) and the two telcos, but 
they are not on the list. It is also important to note that at MER’s 
current price (Php380 at last close), its dividend yield already 
dipped to 4.2% and poses significant capital risk as it trades at a 
premium to historical multiples.

Low-leverage companies are led by cashcow retailers Robinsons 
Retail (RRHI) and Puregold (PGOLD), while fellow consumer com-
pany FB follows close behind. However, none of those pay signifi-
cant dividends. SCC’s high dividend yield seems to be supported 
by its relatively low leverage. On the other hand, ICT, despite 
second in dividend yield at 2.8%, is at least twice as leveraged 
as SCC.
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